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Abstract: The phrase “Let food be thy medicine. . .” means that food can be a form of medicine
and medicine can be a form of food; in other words, that the diet we eat can have a significant
impact on our health and well-being. Today, this phrase is gaining prominence as more and more
scientific evidence suggests that one’s diet can help prevent and treat disease. A diet rich in fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, and lean protein can help reduce the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes,
and other health problems and, on the other hand, a diet rich in processed foods, added sugars, and
saturated fats can increase the risk of the same diseases. Electrophilic compounds in the diet can have
a significant impact on our health, and they are molecules that covalently modify cysteine residues
present in the thiol-rich Keap1 protein. These compounds bind to Keap1 and activate NRF2, which
promotes its translocation to the nucleus and its binding to DNA in the ARE region, triggering the
antioxidant response and protecting against oxidative stress. These compounds include polyphenols
and flavonoids that are nucleophilic but are converted to electrophilic quinones by metabolic enzymes
such as polyphenol oxidases (PPOs) and sulfur compounds present in foods such as the Brassica
genus (broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, Brussel sprouts, etc.) and garlic. This review summarizes our
current knowledge on this subject.

Keywords: electrophilic compounds; polyphenols; hydrogen sulfide; NRF2/ARE axis; Keap1; organic
sulfur; Michael acceptors

1. Introduction

The quote “Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food”, a translation of the
Latin phrase “Cibus sit medicina tua, et medicina sit cibus tuus”, is erroneously attributed
to Hippocrates, the founder of medicine, even though it does not appear in any of his
written works [1]. Despite its ancient origins, this phrase emphasizes the need for good
nutrition and the different medicinal properties of the various nutrients. A healthy lifestyle
and a balanced diet are essential for optimal health and the prevention of disease [2].

An essential aspect of a balanced diet is ensuring adequate food intake in order to
meet one’s nutritional needs. Eating certain diets can exacerbate many diseases such as
cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and high blood pressure. Conversely, some diets
have been shown to reduce the likelihood of developing certain diseases [3]. Switching to
a plant-based diet has been shown to have several benefits, such as reducing the risk of
cancer, helping to cure certain diseases, and protecting against certain diseases [4].
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The most important components of a plant-based diet are vegetables, legumes, whole
grains, fruits, nuts, and seeds. A moderate number of low-fat dairy products can be
included in the diet, while fish and poultry can make up to twenty percent of the total food
intake, depending on personal preference. These meals are nutrient-dense and contain a
wide range of beneficial compounds such as vitamins, polyphenols, minerals, amino acids,
proteins, healthy fats, fiber, and phytochemicals. These substances are essential for the
general well-being of humans and animals [5].

The statement “Let food be your medicine. . .” provides a solid foundation for dis-
cussing the lifestyle changes needed to prevent and treat disease and emphasizes the
important role of good nutrition in disease prevention without suggesting that standard
treatment is unnecessary. Therefore, it is beneficial to heed this advice to maximize the
benefits of a nutritious diet [6].

Electrophilic compounds (ECs) are molecules that may have beneficial health effects
due to their ability to interact with various proteins and cellular components [7]. Some
areas where ECs have a positive impact are as follows:

• Some ECs have antioxidant properties, which help neutralize free radicals and protect
against oxidative damage to cells [8];

• ECs can modulate the inflammatory response by interacting with proteins involved in
inflammation. This may help to reduce chronic inflammation and improve health [9];

• Some ECs have been shown to have anti-tumor effects by targeting specific proteins in
cancer cells. These compounds may help prevent the growth and spread of cancer [10];

• ECs can induce the expression of phase II enzymes. These enzymes help detoxify the
body by removing harmful substances [11];

• ECs found in olive oil and garlic exert protective effects on the cardiovascular system
by improving endothelial function and reducing inflammation [12].

In the following sections, we will explore the extent of this concept and the current
scientific evidence underpinning this popular notion.

2. NRF2 and Keap1

NRF2 was discovered in 1994 by P. Moi et al. [13] and is a transcription factor called
Nuclear Factor Erythroid 2-Related Factor 2, which regulates the activation of genes that
protect cells from oxidative damage, inflammation, and toxicity. NRF2 is a transcription
factor with a cap-“n”-collar (CNC) motif and a basic leucine zipper structure (bZip). It
consists of seven NRF2 ECH homology (Neh) domains that are highly conserved [14].

NRF2 can be activated by various stimuli, including free radicals, polyphenols, toxic
substances, infections, exercise, and diet [15]. When NRF2 is activated, it attaches to a
specific DNA region called the antioxidant response element (ARE) [16] (Figure 1).

This process leads to the activation of genes responsible for producing antioxidant
and detoxifying enzymes and other protective proteins that protect cells from injury. The
NRF2 hypothesis has never been proven in humans due to the slow progression of the
monitoring of the NRF2 activity in vivo [17]. In vitro studies have shown that NRF2 could
be beneficial in the prevention of various diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease [18–20]. In addition, there is a direct
link between NRF2 and longevity. Accordingly, animals with elevated NRF2 levels tend to
live longer than those with low NRF2 levels [21].

NRF2 induces the expression of Heme Oxygenase-1 (HO-1) [22], which leads to an in-
crease in phase II enzymes [23] and also inhibits the NLRP3 inflammasome component [24],
which is mainly found in macrophages and recognizes damaged cell products in order to
trigger an immune response [25] (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. When cells are exposed to ROS and electrophiles, the thiol groups of cysteine residues in
Keap1 are directly modified, leading to a decrease in Keap1-dependent NRF2 ubiquitination and a
rapid accumulation of newly synthesized NRF2. Subsequently, NRF2 is stabilized, translocates to the
nucleus and forms a heterodimer with small Maf proteins, and activates target genes for cytoprotec-
tion through antioxidant response elements (AREs) or electrophile responsive elements (EpREs).
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Figure 2. HO-1 enzyme activity. HO-1 enzyme activity generates carbon monoxide (CO), free iron
(Fe2+), and biliverdin IXa in equimolar amounts. Biliverdin is rapidly metabolized to bilirubin by
biliverdin reductase. Free iron, which can stimulate free radical formation, is rapidly scavenged by
ferritin (an antioxidant). At physiological concentrations, CO has cytoprotective, anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant, and bactericidal properties [26,27].

Under basal conditions (no stress), NRF2 is maintained in the cytoplasm by proteins
that rapidly degrade it. Under oxidative stress, NRF2 travels to the nucleus, where it binds
to a DNA promoter and initiates the transcription of antioxidant and protective genes and
their proteins [28] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Under normal conditions, NRF2 is ubiquitinated by Keap1 and its degradation is carried
out by proteasomes.

Keap1 is a substrate adaptor protein that helps in this process. Keap1 is responsible
for sequestering NRF2 in the cytoplasm, while Cullin 3 is responsible for labeling NRF2 for
degradation by ubiquitination [29]. After NRF2 is ubiquitinated, it is transported to the
proteasome for destruction and its components are subsequently recycled. Under typical
conditions, the half-life of NRF2 is only twenty minutes [30].

NRF2 regulates about two thousand genes related to the redox balance and many
metabolic pathways that may not be directly related to oxidative stress [31]. Over the
past 25 years, the number of factors affecting NRF2 activation, nuclear translocation, and
inactivation has increased significantly [32]. NRF2 triggering induces the transcription of
genes encoding cytoprotective proteins and enzymes [33], such as sulfiredoxin 1 (SRXN1)
and thioredoxin reductase 1 (TXNRD1), that support the reduction and recovery of perox-
iredoxins, which are proteins important in the detoxification of highly reactive peroxides
such as hydrogen peroxide and peroxynitrite [34], and multidrug-resistance-associated
proteins (Mrps), which are important membrane transporters that expel certain compounds
from various organs into bile or plasma with subsequent excretion in feces or urine, re-
spectively [35]. NRF2 has been shown to positively regulate Mrps and alterations in its
expression can drastically alter the pharmacokinetics and toxicity of compounds [36].

The Keap1 protein plays a key role in controlling NRF2 deactivation. This protein acts
as a substrate adaptor for a Cul3-containing E3 ubiquitin ligase [37]. NRF2 is ubiquitinated
and destroyed by the Keap1–Cul3–E3 ligase complex when activated, leading to the ubiq-
uitination and degradation of NRF2 [38]. The function of this complex is inhibited when
it is exposed to oxidative stress or foreign substances with electrophilic properties. As a
result, the NRF2 protein accumulates and migrates into the nucleus, leading the activation
of its target genes [15].

Keap1 contains four unique protein domains: the N-terminal Broad complex, the
Tramtrack and Bric-à-Brac (BTB) domain, the intermediate region (IVR) domain, the double
glycine repeat (DGR) domain, and the C-terminal domain (CTR) [39]. The BTB domain
contains the Cys151 residue, a specific cysteine that is critical for stress sensing. The IVR
domain contains two crucial cysteine residues, Cys273 and Cys288, which are necessary
for stress sensing in the second group of cysteines [40]. Keap1 interacts with NRF2 in the
β-propeller structure formed by the cooperation of the DGR and CTR domains [41].

In 1999, Itoh et al. [42] discovered the Keap1 protein and its ability to inhibit the
function of NRF2. Eggler et al. [43] also reported similar findings in 2005, providing the
most widely accepted model for the translocation of NRF2 to the nucleus. This concept
explains how the cysteines in Keap1 are subjected to an electrophilic attack, reducing their
binding affinity for NRF2. Eggler and colleagues have shown that the binding of NRF2
to the Keap1 protein remains intact, but Keap1 stops ubiquitinating NRF2 and starts to
ubiquitinate the complex, leading to degradation at the proteasome. Turpaev [44] found
that the newly produced NRF2 can no longer find Keap1 to bind to due to the decrease in
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the Keap1 concentration. Consequently, it can easily enter the cell nucleus and attach to the
ARE region.

The interaction between the Keap1 and NRF2 proteins is complex and should be
carefully considered in order to avoid oversimplification of the model. The Neh2 domain
of NRF2 binds with two Keap1 molecules in a 2:1 stoichiometry, resulting in the formation
of a very stable complex [41]. Electrophiles cause significant conformational changes in
Keap1, but NRF2 remains trapped due to the blocking of the complex formed. Simply put,
the NRF2 component cannot escape. Since the ubiquitination machinery cannot dissociate,
NRF2 remains bound and is not released [45]. The NRF2 that can enter the nucleus is only
that which is produced de novo, as it cannot find a Keap1 protein to which it can bind. An
increase in NRF2 levels can only occur if Keap1 has previously been degraded [46].

For the NRF2 to bind to the ARE region, it must undergo acetylation and phosphory-
lation while avoiding glycation [47]. The CREB-binding protein, or CBP, is a transcriptional
coactivator for CREB. Acetylation of NRF2 is responsible for increasing its stability, promot-
ing nuclear translocation, and enhancing its activity [48]. The histone deacetylases SIRT1
and SIRT2 are expected to decrease the transcriptional activity of NRF2 [49]. Phosphoryla-
tion of NRF2 by MAPK kinases at serine 40 contributes to its migration into the nucleus.
Phosphorylation by CK2 in the Neh4 and Neh5 domains is critical for ARE binding and
transcriptional activity. Both processes are crucial to the protein’s ability to perform its
tasks effectively [50,51].

A link between the activation of NRF2 transcription and the production of HO-1 and
NADP(H)-quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1) has been demonstrated [52]. However, many
NRF2 target genes are also influenced by other transcription factors. The bZip protein
BACH1 represses the HMOX1 gene, which encodes HO-1. This property is the main
element that inhibits NRF2 activation of HMOX1 transcription [53]. To effectively activate
HMOX1, BACH1 must first be deactivated. Several electrophilic chemicals traditionally
thought to stimulate NRF2 inhibit BACH1 in practice [54,55].

NRF2 and BACH1 are two transcription factors that compete for binding to the
ARE [56]. Binding of BACH1 to the ARE inhibits transcription, while binding of NRF2
to the ARE stimulates the transcription of these genes [57]. The competition between
NRF2 and BACH1 for the ARE plays a crucial role in maintaining the redox balance and
antioxidant response in cells. The link between NRF2 and BACH1 plays a crucial role in
the pathogenesis of diseases such as cancer [58] and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) [59].

NF-κB is a transcription factor involved in the regulation of cellular immune responses
triggered by infection and excessive oxidative stress leading to increased inflammation [60].
NRF2 expression can inhibit NF-κB activation. It is known that NF-κB can inhibit NRF2.
Overexpression of NF-κB may be the critical point at which increased oxidative stress leads
to inflammation [61].

Phase II enzymes play a crucial role in cellular biotransformation, which involves
detoxifying the following xeno- and endobiotic compounds:

• The glutathione S-transferase (GST) family, which includes cytosolic, mitochondrial,
and microsomal enzymes that catalyze the conjugation of GSH to endogenous elec-
trophiles and xenobiotics [62]. After detoxification by the GST-catalyzed glutathione
(GSH) conjugation, the body can eliminate potentially harmful and toxic compounds.
GSTs are induced by NRF2 activation and represent an important detoxification path-
way [63];

• The UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) family, which catalyzes the conjugation of a
glucuronic acid moiety to a variety of endogenous and exogenous substances, making
them more water soluble and easily excreted. Important substrates for glucuronidation
include bilirubin and acetaminophen [64]. NRF2 has been shown to induce UGT1A1
and UGT1A6 [65];
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• N-acetyltransferase (NAT), acetylate aromatic amines, and hydrazines participate in
the metabolism of drugs, carcinogens, and arylamines. Genetic variations in NATs can
affect drug efficacy and toxicity [66];

• Sulfotransferases (SULTs) transfer sulfate groups to substrates, enhancing their water
solubility. These enzymes are crucial for detoxifying phenolic compounds, drugs, and
hormones [67];

• Epoxide hydrolase (EH), although traditionally considered a phase I enzyme, also
plays a role during phase II. It detoxifies epoxides formed during phase I reactions,
preventing their harmful effects [68];

• Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) degrades heme into biliverdin, carbon monoxide, and iron.
It has antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, protecting cells from oxidative
stress. HO-1 protects against a variety of pathologies, including sepsis, hypertension,
atherosclerosis, acute lung injury, kidney injury, and pain [69];

• NQO1 reduces quinones, preventing their conversion into reactive oxygen species. It
contributes to the cellular defense against oxidative damage [70];

• Glutamate cysteine ligase (GCL), although not directly involved in biotransformation,
is critical for GSH biosynthesis, a potent antioxidant that protects cells from oxidative
stress [71];

• Ferritin is not an enzyme but is the main intracellular iron storage protein. It helps
regulate iron levels and prevents iron-induced oxidative damage [72].

These phase II enzymes play major roles in detoxification, cytoprotection, and cancer
prevention. Their coordinated induction through the Keap1–NRF2–ARE signaling pathway
ensures cellular resilience against harmful agents [73].

3. Role of NRF2 in Senescence

Cellular senescence is a state of irreversible cessation of cell division that is associated
with aging and age-related diseases [74]. It is defined by the permanent cessation of cell
division, which leads to an accumulation of senescent cells in tissues and organs [75]. The
shape of dormant cells changes, leading to an increase in the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [76] and the release of pro-inflammatory factors [77]. These morphological
changes are just some of the variations that these cells exhibit. Cellular senescence can be
induced by various methods, such as the following:

• Telomeres are protective structures located at the ends of chromosomes. Their length
decreases with each successive cell cycle. Senescence happens when the length of the
telomeres becomes critically short [78];

• Significant DNA damage that stops the replication of damaged cellular material [79];
• Oxidative stress and restricted nutrition can contribute to cell senescence [80].

NRF2 regulates both the inflammatory response and cellular senescence [81].
Atherosclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, and cancer are among the age-related diseases
associated with chronic inflammation, a common feature of aging associated with this
condition [82].

Autophagy is an essential process that occurs in eukaryotic cells and degrades dam-
aged or unneeded cellular material [83]. Organelles that generate excessive ROS in aging
cells are responsible for the cellular remodeling triggered by this phenomenon. This process
is crucial for the adaptation to environmental conditions and the restructuring of cells [84].

In the absence of autophagy, Keap1 is deleted, leading to the activation of NRF2 and
an increase in the expression of the ARE gene. The connections between NRF2, ARE, and
Keap1 are crucial for the regulation of autophagy. Autophagy is impaired in disease by the
interaction of mutant proteins and an increase in ROS [84].

Mitosis is a fundamental process of life that involves cell division and leads to the
formation of two daughter cells that are genetically identical to the parent cell. It is essential
for the growth, development, and repair of cells. The regulation of mitochondrial quality,
which is influenced by mitochondrial dynamics and biogenesis, is directly linked to cell
mitosis [85].
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Recent studies have shown that PTEN-induced kinase 1 (PINK1) has a critical function
in maintaining mitochondrial integrity and protecting cells from oxidative stress. Re-
search shows that NRF2 positively influences PINK1 production and that the NRF2–PINK1
signaling pathway is critical for cell survival [86].

Recent studies have revealed that PINK1 is an essential factor controlling mitochon-
drial quality and protecting cells from oxidative stress. The results indicate that PINK1
expression is positively regulated by NRF2 and that the NRF2–PINK1 signaling axis is
deeply involved in cell survival [87].

Parkin acts as a ubiquitin ligase and directs other proteins for degradation by the
proteasome, a cellular mechanism responsible for recycling damaged or dysfunctional
proteins [88].

Parkin is a protein that specifically identifies damaged mitochondria, the essential
components of the cell, and directs them for removal. Parkin and NRF2 are proteins
that have been studied in the context of Parkinson’s disease [89]. Parkin and NRF2 work
together in many ways to accomplish their tasks. Parkin can facilitate the degradation
of the protein in order to control the activity of NRF2. NRF2 may enhance the function
of Parkin by increasing the expression of genes related to mitochondrial biogenesis and
quality control. Parkin and NRF2 have the potential to be therapeutic targets for Parkinson’s
disease [90].

For stem cells, renewal and differentiation are critical for maintaining balance and
repairing tissues as the body ages [91]. It is widely known that, as we age, the effectiveness
of stem cells in many organs and tissues declines [92]. NRF2 appears to be involved in the
rejuvenation of stem cells as part of the aging process [93]. Several studies have shown
that enhancing NRF2 could improve neural progenitor cell (NSPC) survival and function
through positive regulation [94].

4. Electrophilic Compounds Can Interfere with the Keap1 Protein

The thiol groups of the Keap1 sensor can interact with several phytochemicals, each
of which can cause NRF2 activation [95]. Keap1 has at least 25 reactive Cys-SH thiols,
leading to a variety of effects on the sensor’s response to electrophilic substances [96].
Research shows that the amino acid residue C151 in human Keap1 is the most reactive
of all residues when it comes to Michael acceptors. Xanthohumol, isoliquiritigenin, and
10-shogaol (Figure 4), which all act as acceptors in the Michael addition process, showed
different degrees of binding to Keap1 in their individual responses. Luo et al. (2007) [97]
found that the alkylation of C151 was not affected by any of the three electrophiles. Human
Keap1 has the major reactive thiols at positions C151, C266, xanthohumol, C319, and C615.
The catalysts C151, C257, and C368 enabled the synthesis of 10-shogaol [97]. The protein
C151 is necessary for the production of sulforaphane [98] and falcarindiol [99].
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4.1. Electrophilic Dietary Compounds that Are Not Michael Acceptors

Organosulfides are a specific group of phytochemicals that are highly effective at
activating NRF2. This group includes the following phytochemicals:

- Isothiocyanates (ITCs) are produced by many plants belonging to the Brassicaceae,
Capparaceae, and Caricaceae families. Sulforaphane, sinigrin, allyl isothiocyanate, and
methyl isothiocyanate are all types of ITCs [100];
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- The compounds obtained from garlic. Allium sativum, a culinary plant, is known
for its strong odor and unique taste. The main compounds extracted from garlic are
allicin, which is formed when allicin is degraded by crushing or chopping enzymes,
allyl sulfides, which are formed from the decomposition of allicin, ajoene, a more
stable derivative of allicin formed by chemical reactions, and s-allylcysteine (SAC),
which is formed from allicin [101].

Although these sulfur compounds exhibit electrophilic behavior, they do not have
Michael acceptor properties (Figure 5).
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4.2. Electrophilic Dietary Compounds That Are Michael Acceptors

Dithiolethiones, curcuminoids, chalcones, quinones, terpenoids, and coumarins are
all types of Michael acceptors. Michael acceptors are compounds with double bonds that
are near electron-withdrawing groups. The preferred electronic groups include carbonyl,
nitrile, and nitro groups [102]. A molecule with an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl group is
referred to as a Michael acceptor [103] (Figure 6).
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Michael acceptors can undergo an addition reaction with the thiol group of cysteines.
The sulfur of the cysteine residue reacts with an activated carbon in the Michael acceptor
molecule [104]. The sulfur of the cysteine molecule reacts in a nucleophilic 1–4 addition
with the carbon of the Michael acceptor chemical. This reaction, which is part of a broader
category of conjugate additions, can efficiently form S–C bonds under mild conditions
(Figure 7).
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Michael acceptor molecules can bind with nucleophilic residues in proteins, forming
covalent complexes and impeding the protein’s properties in order to play a physiolog-
ical role. So, they can regulate the Keap1–NRF2–ARE and NF-κB pathways and can
be used in diseases such as inflammation, cancer, and oxidative stress [105]. Michael
acceptor molecules can change the biological conformation of proteins or enzymes con-
taining nucleophilic groups, thus inducing consequent physiological variations, and the
following compounds from this group have now been approved as drugs for a variety of
treatments [106]:

- Dithiolethiones are sulfur-containing pentacyclic compounds that exhibit
anti-inflammatory, antithrombotic, antioxidant, and chemotherapeutic properties.
Researchers are investigating their potential as cancer therapies to prevent cancer in
humans, both in the laboratory and in clinical settings [107];

- Curcumin is the major compound in the curcuminoids extracted from turmeric and is
a natural polyphenolic molecule. Curcumin contains two α,β-unsaturated residues
attached to a carbonyl, so it is a Michael acceptor. Curcumin exists in two tautomeric
forms (Keto and Enol). Keto is a solid, but Enol is a liquid [108];

- Chalcones are aromatic ketones that serve as building blocks for several important
biological compounds known as bioactive substances. They are present in a vari-
ety of foods, such as vegetables, fruits, and teas, as well as in fluorescent materials
and chemical intermediates [109]. Chalcones can occur in two forms (cis and trans
isomers). Chalcones have a simple chemical compound structure. The trans iso-
mer is thermodynamically more stable. The presence of the Michael acceptor, an
α,β-unsaturated carbonyl system, is a key factor in the observed biological activity.
They can easily obtain the Michael adduct due to the facile formation of covalent bonds
with nucleophiles such as the sulfhydryl group of cysteine residues [110]. Chalcones
are predominantly soft electrophiles and soft nucleophiles that have an affinity for
thiol moieties. Chalcones are used in medicinal chemistry for many purposes, e.g., as
antioxidants, anticancer drugs, antidiabetics, antiviral agents, and antimalarials [111];

- Quinones are a group of compounds present in various bacteria, fungi, and plants.
Quinones are ECs that act as Michael acceptors and are stabilized by conjugation.
They also act as oxidizing agents and their effect can sometimes be reversed [112];

- Coumarins are phenolic compounds derived from cinnamic acid and are present in
several plant species, including edible, medicinal, and aromatic plants from different
botanical families, as well as in fungi and bacteria. Coumarins belong to the class of
benzopyrans and are present in a variety of medicinal plants [113–116]. They exhibit a
broad spectrum of pharmacological effects, such as anti-inflammatory, anticoagulant,
anticancer, antibacterial, antimalarial, antifungal, antiviral, ulcerogenic, and antihy-
pertensive effects. They are present in various parts of plants, such as roots, seeds,
nuts, flowers, and fruits, either as heterosides or in their free form. Coumarins are
classified as Michael acceptors as they contain an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl [117];
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- Terpenoids are the most abundant category of phytochemicals. They can be present in
different plant species and play various biological and metabolic roles in living organ-
isms. Green plants, especially those with flowers, have a significantly large number
of terpenoid compounds compared with other living organisms [118]. Terpenoids
ingested with food have a greater influence on the modulation of the Keap1–NRF2–
ARE signaling pathway [119]. Zerumbone is a monocyclic sesquiterpene compound
extracted from the rhizomes of Zingiber zerumbet Smith. The compound has three
double bonds, two of which are conjugated and one that is isolated, as well as a conju-
gated carbonyl group. It is structured in an 11-membered ring configuration [120].

Several foods exhibit physiological activity because they contain electrophilic groups
in their structure or their derivatives. These compounds can bind to nucleophilic residues
in proteins, resulting in a therapeutic benefit with low toxicity in many diseases [121].

5. Role of Hydrogen Sulfide

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is recognized as a physiological modulator in mammals and
acts as an endogenous gasotransmitter that can pass through cell membranes without
the need for a specific transporter [122]. H2S was previously thought to be a toxic waste
product of biological metabolism. Recent studies have shown that H2S acts as a signaling
molecule in various physiological processes, including regulation of the immune system,
neuroprotection, and cardiovascular health [123]. Various enzymes with known molecular
regulatory mechanisms can generate H2S from L-cysteine, D-cysteine, homocysteine, cys-
tathione, and 3-mercaptopyruvate [124]. In mammalian cells, H2S is produced through the
following two main mechanisms:

• Enzymatic synthesis in tissues is carried out by certain enzymes, such as cystathionine-
γ-lyase (CSE) and 3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase (3MST), that convert cysteine
or other sulfur-containing molecules into H2S. Organs and tissues such as the brain,
heart, kidneys, and lungs contain these enzymes [125];

• Bacteria in the gut play an important role in the production of much of the H2S in
the body through their metabolism in the digestive system. These bacteria, such as
Escherichia coli and Bacteroides, use sulfur-containing amino acids to produce H2S,
which then enters the bloodstream and is distributed throughout the body [126].

Enzymatic synthesis in the tissues is mainly responsible for regulating local H2S
signaling, while bacterial metabolism in the gut is mainly involved in the production of
systemic H2S [127].

In 1996, it was shown that cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS) in the brain can produce
H2S. This process facilitates the initiation of long-term potentiation in the hippocampus by
increasing the stimulation of NMDA receptors [128]. In 1997, the enzyme cystathionine
gamma-lyase (CSE) was shown to be present in the thoracic aorta, portal vein, and ileum
and to produce H2S [129]. H2S has also been shown to have the ability to relax these
tissues. 3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase, or 3-MST, is an enzyme responsible for the
formation of hydrogen sulfide. It is present in neurons, in the vascular endothelium, and
in the mitochondria of almost all cells worldwide. The H2S produced by 3-MST in the
mitochondria not only replenishes GSH levels but also reduces the production of ROS in
these organelles [130].

CSE promotes the production of H2S, particularly in the pancreas, adipose tissue, liver,
cardiovascular system, and respiratory system. CBS is the main factor responsible for the
formation of H2S in the central nervous system [131].

The gut microbiota produces H2S, which significantly affects the physiological pro-
cesses of the host organism and the microbial community [132]. Intestinal cells produce
sulfide using CBS and CSE enzymes, while some intestinal bacteria use sulfate in their
respiratory chain to produce H2S. This indicates the presence of an additional source of
sulfide in this tissue. Excess gas poses a threat to organs in the digestive tract [126]. The
production of H2S by the microbiota varies and may be influenced by the specific compo-
sition of the gut microbiota and the type of food consumed. The reduction of sulfate and
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the breakdown of cysteine can lead to the formation of H2S, which significantly affects the
health of the digestive tract [132].

H2S can be produced in the absence of enzymes using glucose, GSH, organic and
inorganic polysulfides, and elemental sulfur. H2S can be formed non-enzymatically by
the reduction of elemental sulfur using NADPH or by the oxidation of glucose via the
phosphogluconate pathway [133].

Oxidants in the human body can metabolize H2S, which acts as a reducing agent. ROS
and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are combated in the human body [134], and activated
antioxidant enzymes reduce free radical reactions and thus protect against the effects of
aging [135].

At a pH value of 7.4, H2S is mainly present in the form of the hydrogen sulfide ion
(HS−) and the sulfide ion (S2−). A comparison of the undissociated H2S molecule with its
dissociated forms shows that the dissociated versions are more stable at this pH value. The
stability is influenced by the pH of the solution and the concentration of H2S in its related
states. As the pH increases, the proportion of undissociated hydrogen sulfide decreases.
At a pH of 7.4, about 80% of the H2S is present as HS− and S−, while only 20% of the H2S
molecule remains undissociated. The distribution of the different forms of H2S is crucial
for its biological functions, as each form can interact with different cellular components
and signaling pathways [136].

Intact H2S molecules can penetrate cell membranes more easily and interact with
intracellular components. H2S can also act as a signaling molecule by activating specific
receptors and signaling pathways. Conversely, the dissociated HS− and S2− ions are more
stable and can participate in redox reactions and enzymatic processes in the cells [137].

Sulfhydration, also known as persulfidation, is a post-translational modification (PTM)
that occurs in proteins and affects cysteine residues [138]. The formation of a thioether bond
involves the linkage of a sulfhydryl group (-SH) from a cysteine residue to the sulfur atom
of another molecule. This change can have a significant effect on the structure, stability, and
function of proteins. Persulfidation of proteins is a post-translational modification (PTM)
induced by H2S and its derivatives [139]. Persulfides can be generated by the reaction of
HS•− with RS− using radicals. The radical anion RSSH•− is formed by the interaction of
HS•− with a non-radical thiol (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Proposed reaction mechanisms for persulphide formation. H2S can react with sulphenic
acids. The reaction of S-nitrosated cysteines with H2S leads to the formation of protein persulphides
in this reaction. H2S could react with existing intermolecular or intramolecular disulphides, while the
sulphane sulphur in the polysulphides could react directly with protein thiols and give persulphide.
HS• radicals can be generated by H2S through oxidation by metal centers. HS• will then react with
O2 to generate protein persulfidation and HO2

•.

H2S acts as a messenger molecule by sulfhydrogenating cysteine residues in proteins
such as Keap1 in the process of protein nitrosylation [140]. H2S is responsible for the
sulfhydrogenation of several proteins involved in different signaling cascades. This leads
to changes in cell signaling pathways associated with oxidative stress, inflammation, cell
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survival, apoptosis, and cell metabolism [141]. S-sulfhydration is a process in which H2S
interacts directly with the NRF2 signaling pathway. Sulfation of the Keap1 protein occurs
at cysteine-151 residues 226 and 613, hindering the interaction between the newly formed
NRF2 and the Keap1 protein, allowing the Keap1 protein to enter the nucleus to activate
antioxidant genes by binding to ARE sites [142].

H2S appears to be responsible for the post-translational modification of the protein
that modulates Keap1 activity. These post-translational modifications may affect the ability
of Keap1 to interact with NRF2, possibly allowing for its translocation to the nucleus [37].

5.1. Availability of H2S in Age-Related Diseases and Aging

H2S has several biological effects, including antioxidant, anti-apoptotic, pro-angiogenic,
and vasodilatory effects and enhancing the activity of endothelial NO synthase (eNOS),
which regulates eNOS function [143]. H2S is crucial for the modulation and regulation
of several signaling pathways in mammalian organisms that play a role in metabolic pro-
cesses, cardiac function, and cell survival [144]. The cardiovascular system, blood vessels,
and blood components are severely affected by its presence [145], having an impact on
mitochondrial function and metabolic activities of the cell [146].

Low levels of H2S are associated with many cardiovascular diseases, including hy-
pertension, atherosclerosis, and damage to heart tissue [145]. Research suggests that older
adults with hypertension tend to have lower levels of endogenous H2S, suggesting that
H2S plays a critical role in the regulation of blood pressure [147]. H2S and nitric oxide (NO)
both cause vasodilation and are linked to blood pressure regulation.

H2S supplementation has shown promise in the treatment of cardiovascular problems
such as ischemia-reperfusion injury to the heart muscle [148].

Diabetes is most commonly responsible for cardiovascular disease, blindness, kidney
failure, and lower limb amputations. Research has shown that hydrogen peroxide (H2S)
can control the metabolism of cellular energy sources, reduce insulin resistance, protect car-
diomyocytes, and improve cardiac function by affecting key proteins such as differentiation
cluster 36 (CD36) and glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4) [149].

Eugenia Piragine and colleagues conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis in
2023 to investigate H2S levels in patients with age-related diseases. The main finding was
that patients with vascular or renal diseases, such as hypertension, showed a remarkable
decrease in H2S levels compared with the control group, indicating lower circulating
H2S levels in individuals with chronic and degenerative diseases compared with healthy
individuals [150].

H2S has been shown to fight ROS and thus counteract cell aging [151]. There is
evidence that H2S has a fundamental impact on the physiology and pathology of all species
and tissues. The question of whether we can develop strategies for anti-aging treatments is
likely to be raised [152].

5.2. Can H2S Donors Induce the H2S-Producing Enzymes CBS, CSE, and 3-MST?

This is a relevant question for a topic that is currently under investigation. At present,
there are no significant reports showing a positive response to the question. Huerta de la
Cruz et al. (2022) conducted a comprehensive analysis and argued that exogenous H2S
can restore the expression of CSE and CBS, but not 3-MST. Their research found that the
expression of CBS and CSE is reduced in the hypothalamus and brainstem after a severe
traumatic brain injury. The research shows that daily injections of NaHS, an H2S donor,
increase the production of CBS and CSE in a way that varies over time and by tissue.
Nevertheless, these injections had no impact on 3-MST, suggesting that H2S production
may be involved in abnormalities of the hypothalamus and brainstem after a traumatic
brain injury [153].

The cystathionine β-synthase gene is located on chromosome 21q22.3 [154], and the
cystathionine γ-lyase gene is located on chromosome 1p31.1 [155]. Since none of these
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genes are in the ARE region, it is not logical to expect a positive answer to the question at
the head of this section.

5.3. Electrophilic Sulfur Compounds in the Human Diet

The human body can convert sulfur compounds present in foods such as garlic,
onions, mushrooms, edible legumes, and fruits into H2S through chemical or enzymatic
processes. The compounds obtained from natural sources are polysulphides substituted
with allyl radicals. Garlic compounds such as diallyl sulfide, diallyl disulphide, and triallyl
disulphide can generate H2S in the presence of glutathione [156].

Allicin is the main bioactive compound in freshly pressed garlic and some other
Allium species produced by the chemical synthesis of a garlic clove. Despite its instability,
this molecule has bioactive properties and exhibits several physiological functions, such
as anticancer activity, modulation of the gut microbiota, antioxidant properties, and anti-
inflammatory properties. Garlic has been shown to have a positive effect on cardiovascular
health by lowering blood pressure, cholesterol levels, and platelet aggregation [157].

The chemical composition of garlic juice obtained by crushing garlic cloves differs sig-
nificantly from that of whole garlic cloves, especially in terms of the number of organosulfur
compounds present. Untreated garlic consists mainly of sulfur compounds [158].

ITCs are sulfur chemicals that occur naturally in plants. These compounds are charac-
terized by the presence of a functional group known as –N=C=S. Cruciferous vegetables
such as broccoli, watercress, Brussel sprouts, cabbage, and cauliflower contain ITCs, which
are ECs [159] (Figure 9).
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Glucosinolates (GSs) are the storage form of ITCs in plants and are released when
the plant tissue is damaged. More than 120 different glucosinolates can be present in
different plants, each of which provides a specific set of metabolites [160]. Broccoli contains
a considerable amount of sulforaphane in the form of glucoraphanin [161]. The basic
structure of a GS consists of an A–D thioglucose group, an oxime sulfonate group, and
a variable side chain. The chemopreventive properties of cruciferous vegetables may be
attributed to their high GS content. These glucosinolates are responsible for the strong odor
and intense flavor that these plants possess [162].

The glucosinolates contained in cruciferous vegetables are converted by hydroly-
sis into ITCs, which are reactive organosulfur phytochemicals. These compounds have
a unique and peculiar chemical reactivity and have anticancer, anti-inflammatory, and
neuroprotective properties. In addition to their antibacterial effects, they can also reduce
oxidative stress and act as indirect antioxidants [163].
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ITCs exert various antimicrobial effects by reducing the O2 consumption of bacterial
cells and depolarizing the mitochondrial membrane. As they are generally recognized as
safe (GRAS), these chemicals may be used in food for preservation purposes [164].

Methionine serves as an intermediate in the synthesis of cysteine, carnitine, tau-
rine, lecithin, phosphatidylcholine, and other phospholipids [165]. Disturbances in me-
thionine conversion are associated with the occurrence of atherosclerosis [166]. Ethy-
lene, nicotianamine, salinosporamides, and several glucosinolates, such as glucokechi-
roline, glucoerucine, glucoiberine, glucoiberverine, glucorraphanine, and sulforaphane,
depend on methionine as it is a crucial element in their production [167,168].
Kachungwa Lugata et al., 2022, studied how methionine supplementation affects OS
status in poultry. L-Met has been shown to increase the antioxidant capacity of poultry
by increasing the levels of reduced GSH, superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT),
glutathione peroxidase (GPX), and other antioxidant enzymes [169]. This is supported by
tests showing that it increases antioxidant levels and reduces oxidative stress.

5.4. Dithiolethiones Are Sulfur Compounds

3H-1,2-dithiole-3-thione (D3T), a basic cyclic sulfur-containing compound, is found in
small amounts in cruciferous vegetables. This compound is the simplest of the cyclic sulphur-
containing dithiolethiones. D3T can boost the production of GSH and antioxidant genes by
affecting the NRF2 [170–172] and promotes the dissociation of Keap1 from NRF2, leading to a
rapid accumulation of NRF2 in the cytoplasm [173,174]. In addition to its antioxidant effects,
D3T has been shown to affect inflammatory diseases such as endotoxemic shock, multiple
sclerosis (MS), and light-induced retinal damage in animal models [175–177]. D3T, which is
based on the NRF2 defense pathway, has been proposed as a potential treatment for ischemic
stroke [178]. The D3T moiety is present in commercial drugs such as Oltipraz, Anethole
dithiolethione, S-Danshensu, and NOSH-1 [179] (Figure 10).
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There is a growing interest in compounds containing the 1,2-dithiol-3-thione moiety
because of its ability to independently produce H2S.

5.5. Sulfurous Waters in Spas

Balneotherapy is the use of thermal or mineral waters for therapeutic purposes. It has
a long history and been proven to be effective. Sulfur-containing liquids, which contain dis-
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solved sulfur compounds, are of great benefit due to their therapeutic properties [180]. They
have the potential to be beneficial for various health problems, such as musculoskeletal
conditions (to relieve inflammation, pain, and stiffness in joints and muscles), skin condi-
tions (to treat acne, eczema, and psoriasis), and respiratory conditions (to treat congestion
and sinus problems) [181] (Figure 11).
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Pelotherapy is the name given to the use of mud or peat baths for medicinal purposes.
Peloids are naturally occurring deposits of clay or mud that contain beneficial minerals
and chemicals for the body. Pelotherapy with sulfurous peloids combines the benefits of
balneotherapy with the benefits of the peloids themselves [182].

Research has shown that the combination of pelotherapy and balneotherapy in sul-
furous water is more effective. This is probably due to the impact that the different
treatments have on each other [183].

Sulfur-containing fluids have the potential to be effective in the treatment of os-
teoarthritis and osteoarthritis (OA). The sulfur compounds in sulfur-containing waters can
reduce inflammation and relieve pain. They can also improve joint lubrication and relieve
discomfort [184].

One study found that people with osteoarthritis experienced a significant reduction
in pain and stiffness and improved function when they underwent balneotherapy and
pelotherapy and consumed water compared with untreated patients [185]. Another study
showed that patients with knee osteoarthritis who drank sulfur-containing water for four
weeks experienced a significant decrease in pain and an improvement in function compared
with those who drank tap water [186].

6. Role of Michael Acceptors

6.1. Polyphenols

Phenolic chemicals, sometimes referred to as polyphenols, are a diverse group of
secondary plant metabolites. These chemicals are important components of plant defense
mechanisms. Due to their high concentrations in foods such as fruits, vegetables, nuts,
seeds, and spices, they are crucial to our diet [187].

Phenolic compounds differ from other compounds by the presence of one or more aro-
matic rings containing hydroxyl groups. Phenolic molecules have unique properties such
as antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties [188]. The most common
types of phenolic compounds include phenolic acids (the most prevalent group, charac-
terized by the presence of a carboxyl group (-COOH) on the aromatic ring, such as gallic
acid, hydroxycinnamic acids (caffeic, chlorogenic, and ferulic acid), and benzoic acid),
flavonoids (which are classified into 12 major subclasses based on chemical structures,
such as anthocyanidins, flavan-3-ols, flavonols, flavones, flavanones, and isoflavones, that
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have dietary significance) (Figure 12), lignans, a group of phenolic compounds derived
from phenylpropanoid metabolism (secoisolariciresinol, lariciresinol, and pinoresinol),
and others including stilbenes (e.g., resveratrol), anthocyanins (which give fruits their red,
purple, and blue colors), and coumarins.
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Figure 12. Structure of flavonoid families.

As antioxidants, polyphenols can counteract free radicals and reactive species,
i.e., unstable chemicals that can damage various molecules in cells, such as proteins [140].
Exposure to environmental factors such as ultraviolet radiation, tobacco smoke, and pollu-
tion leads to the formation of free radicals in the body [189]. Polyphenols can protect cells
from the damaging effects of free radicals, reducing the risk of chronic diseases such as
diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. Polyphenols have several biological properties, such
as antioxidant properties, that are largely responsible for their activities. In polyphenols,
catechol is an organic functional group consisting of a benzene ring with two hydroxyl
(-OH) groups attached to adjacent atoms of the ring (in the ortho position) and is typically
found on the B-ring [190]. This functional group is responsible for many of the biological
properties of polyphenols, including their antioxidant properties. The resorcinol group is
typically found in the A-ring and is characterized by the two hydroxyl groups in the meta
position [191] (Figure 13). Resorcinol and catechol are nucleophilic intermediates used in
synthesis [192].
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Phenols and polyphenols are nucleophiles due to the high electron density on the
oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group and this makes them susceptible to electrophilic
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substitution reactions [193,194]. In these reactions, an electrophile, which is an electron-
deficient species, is attracted to the electron-rich nucleophile and forms a bond with it.

The phenolic -OH group delocalizes the charge in the benzene ring through resonance
because the lone pair of electrons on the oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group can participate
in resonance with the aromatic ring, spreading the charge over the entire molecule and
increasing its stability [195]. This is a key characteristic of phenols and polyphenols and
contributes to their unique chemical behavior (Figure 14).
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Oxidative enzymes such as cytochrome P450 (CYP), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), perox-
idase, tyrosinase (monophenol oxygenase), xanthine oxidase (XO), monoamine oxidase
(MAO), and polyphenol oxidases (PPOs) catalyze the oxidation of the catechol group in
polyphenols [196]. As a result of this process, extremely reactive O-quinones are formed,
which can react with cysteine residues in proteins or the sulfhydryl group of cysteine in
GSH [197].

Polyphenol oxidases (PPOs) are indeed widely distributed in the animal and plant
world. They catalyze the following two types of reactions [198]:

• The o-hydroxylation of monophenols to o-diphenols (catechols), also known as
monophenolase activity;

• The oxidation of o-diphenols to o-quinones, also known as diphenolase activity.

The o-quinones formed are very reactive and can enter into further chemical reactions.
These interactions can lead to the production of dark pigments, melanins, which are
primarily responsible for the brown coloration of fruit and vegetables [196]. Various
oxidase and reductase enzymes ensure a redox balance when the catechol group is oxidized
to o-quinone [199]. This equilibrium enables the reversible conversion of polyphenolic
groups into quinones through the formation of reducing species such as H+ and e− [54]
(Figure 15). Thus, maintaining an appropriate balance between nucleophilic chemicals
and electrophilic substances is crucial for the activation of the NRF2–ARE axis, the master
regulation of redox responses, and detoxifying signaling components [200].
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The hydroxylation reaction proceeds more slowly than the oxidation reaction. Quinones
are formed by this mechanism [198–201] (Figure 16).

Understanding the dual role of polyphenols as antioxidants and pro-oxidants can help
develop specific therapies to support advances in research and medicine [54].
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6.2. Quinones

Quinones are organic molecules that occur naturally as colorants in plants and animals.
Quinones are cyclic organic compounds with two ketone groups that occur frequently
in nature [202]. One of the 1,4-benzoquinone derivatives is a constituent of ubiquinone
or coenzyme Q, which is present in all living organisms [203]. One of the derivatives
of 1,4-benzoquinone is a component of ubiquinone. This coenzyme is involved in the
function of the electron transport chain in the inner membrane of the mitochondria. It is
also involved in oxidative phosphorylation, the mechanism responsible for the production
of ATP, the main source of energy for living organisms [204].

Quinones are also present in many herbs traditionally used, such as rhubarb, cassia,
senna, comfrey, giant knotweed, polygonum, and aloe vera [205]. Quinones, which contain
hydroxyl groups as auxochromes, exhibit a variety of hues, such as yellow, orange, reddish
brown, and purple [202], (Figure 17).
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Anthraquinones, (Figure 18), a type of quinonoid, are found in various foods, such as
plants, fermented products, insects, and similar objects. The uses of anthraquinones, such
as colorants, antioxidants, and antibacterials, are often determined by empirical knowledge.
This structure is associated with various adverse properties, such as being a potential
carcinogen [206].
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The 9,10-anthraquinones, also known as 9,10-dioxoanthracenes, are an important
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(A, B, and C) with two keto functions in positions 9 and 10 [207]. Natural anthraquinone
derivatives differ in their substituents and the substitution pattern of the A and C rings.

Anthraquinones are versatile compounds known for their diverse applications, in-
cluding use in dyes and pigments, such as in the production of the red dye alizarin [208],
use in medicine, including derivatives such as anthracenediones and the anthracycline
family of chemotherapeutics [207], use in papermaking, with 9,10-anthraquinone serving
as a fermenter additive in the production of alkaline paper pulp [209], use in hydrogen
peroxide production (a large industrial application of anthraquinones is for the production
of H2O2) [210], use as a bird repellent on seeds [211], and use as an electrolyte in flow
batteries for long-term electrical storage [212].

These applications are closely related to the properties they have, such as colorant,
antioxidant, and antibacterial properties. It is important to note that, while some applica-
tions are based on empirical data, many of them are also backed by scientific research and
evidence [213].

Aloe vera leaves and rhubarb roots and rhizomes contain aloe emodin, an isomer of
emodin also known as 1,8-dihydroxy-3-hydroxymethylanthraquinone. This anthraquinone
is contained in aloe latex, a secretion of the aloe plant. It has also been shown to have
antibacterial properties and a strong stimulant laxative effect [214]. This drug shows no
anti-tumor activity against the various forms of benign or malignant tumors. Aloe emodin
has no carcinogenic effect when administered topically. However, it can enhance the
carcinogenic properties of certain types of radiation [215].

Anthraquinones have been shown to activate the NRF2 signaling pathway. Aloin, a
notable anthraquinone found in Aloe species, has been shown to stimulate the NRF2/HO-1
defense system and shows promise in reducing inflammation and damage in cardiomy-
ocytes [216].

It was also discovered that the glycosides anthraquinone and naphthopyrone con-
tained in the seeds of Cassia obtusifolia have a hepatoprotective effect via NRF2-mediated
HO-1 activation including MAPK regulation [217].

Anthraquinones can interact with the NRF2 signaling pathway as ECs. This compound
can trigger antioxidant responses and provide protection against oxidative stress in various
cell types. The specific effects may vary depending on the type of anthraquinone and the
environment of the biological system.

BTB and CNC homology 1 (BACH1), together with Keap1, is one of the negative
regulators of NRF2, which in turn controls ARE-dependent gene expression. In contrast
to catechins, the electrophilic nature of quinones is critical for the inhibition of BACH1
and activation of NRF2 by arylation of BACH1 [218]. This knowledge may help in the
development of targeted drugs.

6.3. Chalcones

Chalcones belong to the group of flavonoids. These flavonoids are open-chain
flavonoids with three carbons between the two aromatic rings, which corresponds to
their chemical composition. The carbons are linked by an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl system.
Chalcone derivatives generally have the chemical structure 1,3-diaryl-2-propen-1-one, also
known as benzalacetophenone and benzylideneacetophenone [219]. Chalcone derivatives
come in two forms (trans and cis isomers). The trans isomer (E) is the more thermodynami-
cally stable of the two (Figure 19) [219].

These compounds are known as open-chain flavonoids because they are the biogenetic
precursors of the flavonoids and isoflavonoids commonly found in plants. Chalcones are
unique because they do not contain the “C-ring” found in the basic structure of flavonoids.
Open-chain flavonoids are an alternative name for these antioxidants.
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Chalcones come from plants belonging to the Leguminosae, Asteraceae, and Moraceae
families. They have been extensively studied due to their biological effects associated with
minimal toxicity [220–223].

Chalcones occur in a variety of natural compounds and are found in many plants such
as vegetables, fruits, teas, and other natural products. Most naturally occurring chalcones
exist as monomers, and their structural diversity results from the different types, amounts,
and positions of substituents present. Bulky substituents in the ortho position, such as nitro
or chlorine, change the planarity of the A or B ring and reduce the steric effects caused by
these groups. The ring next to the carbonyl group is most susceptible to distortion [224].
Most natural and manufactured chalcones have a hydroxy substituent. When this group is
in the ortho position, a strong intramolecular hydrogen bond is formed with the carbonyl
oxygen, resulting in a stable planar conformation [225]. If the availability of the hydroxy
group is reduced, this affects the reactivity and bioavailability of this group [110,226–230],
(Figure 20).
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Plants that contain chalcones have been used in conventional medical practice for
some time. In addition, a number of pharmacological studies have been approved for
clinical trials for the treatment of cancer, viral diseases, and cardiovascular diseases, and
chalcones have even been used as ingredients in cosmetic preparations [231] (Figure 21).
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The incorporation of an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl group is primarily
responsible for the biological activity of chalcones, which makes them Michael accep-
tor compounds [110,221,232]. To form the Michael adduct, this active component readily
forms covalent bonds with nucleophiles such as the sulfhydryl group of cysteine residues
in peptides or proteins in cells [232].

To obtain the Michael adduct, the α,β-unsaturated carbonyl molecule has the abil-
ity to rapidly form covalent bonds with nucleophiles, such as the sulfhydryl group of
cysteine residues found in peptides or cellular proteins. Activation of the NRF2–ARE
signaling pathway is a therapeutic target of chalcones. This activation occurs through the
creation of covalent bonds with Keap1 cysteines and the carbon at the beta position of the
α,β-unsaturated carbonyl residue [233] (Figure 22).
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6.4. Curcuminoids

Turmeric is a spice native to India and Southeast Asia. Curcuminoids are a family of
naturally occurring chemicals found in turmeric. One of the most well-known curcuminoid
chemicals is curcumin (Figure 23), which is responsible for the striking yellow color of
turmeric. Curcuminoids have been used in traditional Indian medicine since ancient times
for their medicinal properties [234].
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The properties of curcuminoids include the well-known antioxidant, neuroprotective,
anti-tumor, anti-inflammatory, anti-acidogenic, radioprotective, and antiarthritic proper-
ties [108]. In addition to their use as additives, colorants, and spices, these compounds are
also used in medicine as therapeutic agents. Curcuminoids have the potential to exert a
therapeutic effect on a number of chronic diseases, such as colon cancer, lung cancer, breast
cancer, and inflammatory bowel diseases, according to the preliminary results of a number
of clinical trials [235].

Research has shown that curcuminoids have a wide range of potential health benefits.
Firstly, they have antioxidant effects and protect cells from damage caused by free radicals,
i.e., unstable molecules that can contribute to aging and disease [236]. Secondly, they
are neuroprotective, protecting brain cells from damage caused by oxidative stress and
inflammation, which are associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s
disease and Parkinson’s disease [237]. Thirdly, they are anti-inflammatory and can reduce
inflammation, which plays a role in many chronic diseases such as arthritis, cancer, and
cardiovascular disease [238]. Fourthly, they have been shown to have anti-tumor properties
in laboratory studies and some clinical trials are underway to evaluate their potential in
the treatment of cancer. They are also anti-acidogenic and may help to reduce gastric acid
secretion, which may be beneficial for people with heartburn or acid reflux [239]. Fifthly,
they are radioprotective and can protect cells from damage caused by radiation, which
may be beneficial for people undergoing radiation therapy for cancer [240]. Finally, they
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are antiarthritic and can reduce the inflammation and pain associated with arthritis [241],
(Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Several properties of curcuminoids.

The NRF2 pathway is thought to be triggered by curcumin. Curcumin has two
electrophilic α,β-unsaturated carbonyl residues capable of covalently binding to a cysteine
residue of Keap1 [242].

6.5. Coumarins

Coumarins, which are phenolic chemicals, are derived from the shikimic acid pathway.
Lactones, regardless of whether they are of natural or synthetic origin, and their derivatives
belong to a family of heterocyclic chemicals. These compounds have an electron-rich,
conjugated π-π-π system and contain the 1-benzopyran-2-one backbone, also known as
2H-chromen-2-one. Coumarins have either a natural or synthetic origin [243] (Figure 25).
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Plant food components commonly used in the human diet produce coumarin or its
derivative compounds as metabolites derived from the fermentation process of the intesti-
nal microbiota. These species belong to different botanical families (Fabaceae, Rubiaceae,
Rutaceae, Asteraceae, Umbeliferae, Apocinaceae, Compositae, Orquidaceae, Asteraceae, Umbeliferae,
Apocinaceae, Compositae, Orchidaceae, Rutaceae, and Labiatae).

Coumarin was first isolated by Vogel in 1820 from the seeds of the tonka bean, which
belongs to Dipteryx odorata [244]. Tonka bean oil contains a high concentration of coumarin,
which produces a pleasant fragrance reminiscent of vanilla. This secondary metabolite is
used as a fragrance in both culinary and cosmetic products. Almost one thousand variants
of this secondary metabolite have been isolated from more than eight hundred different
species [245].

There is evidence that plants actually contain the glycosides of trans- and cis-ortho-
coumaric acid and that coumarin is only released by enzymatic hydrolysis and lactonization
when the plant tissue is damaged during harvest [246]. Although coumarin itself is found
in plants, there is evidence that plants actually contain these glycosides. It is likely that
coumarins are among the most numerous natural products, and they consist of a wide
variety of chemicals (Figure 26).
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The coumarin ring is a component of a wide range of chemicals used in
medicine. These substances include anticancer, antioxidant, antifungal, anticoagulant,
anti-inflammatory, antiviral, antibacterial, antiprotozoal, and vasodilator molecules. In
addition, it can inhibit enzymes such as cholinesterase, carbonic anhydrase, monoamine
oxidase, serine protease, cyclooxygenase, and lipoxygenase [247–258]. In addition to the
extraction of coumarins from hundreds of plant species and other microorganisms, there are
also several derivatives of synthetic origin. These derivatives have considerably increased
the number of known coumarin structures as well as the complexity of these structures [259].
It is plausible that stimulation of the NRF2 signaling pathway may provide an explanation
for some of the pharmacological and biological effects of coumarins. Di Stasi et al., 2023
recently published a study that showed the ability of certain coumarins to activate the NRF2
signaling pathway in a variety of cell types and animal models. Coumarin derivatives such
as esculetin, 4-methylsculetin, daphnetin, osthole, and imperatorin are recommended by
these authors as potential lead compounds for the development and production of NRF2
activators that exhibit anti-inflammatory activity in the gut [260] (Figure 27).

Coumarin derivatives can either directly promote anti-inflammatory activity in the gut
or indirectly induce pro-inflammatory activity through different mechanisms by reducing
oxidative stress and regulating the NRF2 signaling pathway.
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Coumarin can be coupled with other bioactive substances to form dimers
and hybrids of coumarin, such as coumarin–chalcone, coumarin–imidazole, coumarin–
pyrazole, coumarin–triazole, coumarin–benzotriazole, coumarin–isoxazole, coumarin–
dihydroartemisinin, coumarin–hydrazine, coumarin–ergosterol, coumarin–ferrocene,
coumarin–pyridine, coumarin–pyrimide, coumarin–benzosulfone, coumarin–imine, and
coumarin–uracil hybrids, which have a broad spectrum of significant biological
effects [253–257].

Urolithins are benzocoumarins derived from diphenylpyrran-6-one. Urolithin A and
urolithin B reduce ROS generation, scavenge free radicals, and activate the NRF2 signaling
pathway through nuclear translocation of NRF2 with the upregulation of HO-1, SOD, the
GSH-related antioxidant system, and NQO1 [261].

6.6. Terpenoids

Terpenoids, including mono-, sesqui-, di-, and triterpenoids, are a large and diverse
class of naturally occurring compounds. Terpenoids are found in the plant kingdom.
One of the possible mechanisms of these terpenoids as inducers of NRF2 is their involve-
ment as Michael acceptors in the reaction with the reactive cysteine residues of the Keap1
protein [262].

Thymoquinone (2-isopropyl-5-methylbenzo-1,4-quinone) (Figure 28) is an active com-
ponent belonging to the monoterpenoid isolated from Nigella sativa that possesses an
alkylated benzoquinone structure.
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Thymoquinone exhibits antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects on various abnor-
malities associated with an oxidative stress imbalance and inflammation.

Among the sesquiterpenes (Figure 29), deoxonarchinol A isolated from
Nardostachys jatamansi is an effective inducer of HO-1, which regulates neutrophil infiltra-
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tion in acute pancreatitis by inhibiting chemokine ligand 2 [263]. Anti-neuroinflammatory
effects through positive regulation of NRF2/HO-1 signaling by deoxonarchinol A to-
gether with narchinol B have also been investigated [264]. Nootkaton, extracted from
Cyperus rotundus, is used in traditional medicine to treat inflammation. Its potential anti-
inflammatory effect is thought to be related to the induction of HO-1, with the sesquiterpene
nootkatone playing an important role in this mechanism [265]. Inula britannica contains a
sesquiterpene lactone called Eu-patolide, which has the potential to inhibit platelet-derived,
growth-factor-induced proliferation and migration of vascular smooth muscle cells. This
occurs through the induction of HO-1 via the ROS–NRF2 pathway. In addition, this chemi-
cal has the potential to be an HO-1 inducer that can be used to prevent or treat vascular
disease [266]. Zerumbone, also known as 2E, 6E, 10E-2,6,9,9-tetramethylcycloundeca-2,6,10-
trien-1-one, is a monocyclic sesquiterpene extracted from the volatile essential oils of the
rhizomes of Zingiber zerumbet.
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Although there have been positive preclinical studies demonstrating the therapeutic
efficacy of Zerumbone, the clinical development of this drug has been hampered due to its
low water solubility. Zerumbone is capable of producing a broad spectrum of biological
and pharmacological effects, including the modulation of a variety of molecular targets
and signaling systems [267] (Figure 30).

According to a 2017 study by Leung et al., the protective activities of Zerumbone in
acute lung injury are thought to be mediated by the positive modulation of NRF2/HO-1
signaling [268].

Palbinone is a bioactive diterpene discovered in Paeonia suffruticosa. It has traditionally
been used to invigorate blood circulation and to treat liver and inflammatory diseases. Re-
cently, palbinone was found to stimulate HO-1 expression in liver cells. Palbinone belongs
to the group of diterpenes that have Michael acceptor fragments in their structure [269].
Isodon serra was used to isolate oridonin, which was found to have an immunosuppressive
effect [270]. Andrographolide is a diterpene identified from the oriental medicinal plant
Andrographis paniculata. It has a five-membered unsaturated lactone unit.
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Another diterpenoid with a five-membered lactone is called 17-hydroxyijolkinolide B
and was identified from Euphorbia fischeriana (Figure 31).
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17-hydroxyijolkinolide B can inhibit COX-2 and iNOS in a concentration-dependent
manner. A reduction in MAPK phosphorylation, activation of NF-κB, and induction of
HO-1 were found to be the components responsible for these inhibitory effects [271].

Licorice, also known as Glycyrrhiza glabra, contains a triterpene glycoside called gly-
cyrrhizin (Figure 32), which is responsible for the sweet taste and pharmacological activity
of the plant [272].
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Kim et al., 2015 proposed that glycyrrhizin generates p38/NRF2-dependent
HO-1 induction, which may prevent sepsis [272]. Mou et al., 2019 demonstrated that
glycyrrhizin protects human melanocytes from H2O2-induced oxidative damage through
NRF2-dependent induction of HO-1 [273].
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6.7. Steroids

An example of a steroid that possesses two Michael acceptors in its structure is
Withaferin A (Figure 33). Withaferin A is a bioactive steroid phytochemical that is responsi-
ble for the bioactivities of Withania somnifera, also known as “Ashwagandha”, “Indian gin-
seng” or “winter cherry”, a medicinal herb often used in traditional Indian medicine [274].
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Withaferin A induces HO-1 expression in endothelial cells through positive regulation
and an increase in the nuclear translocation of NRF2 in a time- and concentration-dependent
manner [274].

The NRF2–Keap1 pathway is activated by steroid hormone signaling in order to govern
neuronal remodeling. Yuh Chew et al., 2021 demonstrated that the NRF2–Keap1 pathway,
composed of CncC/NRF2, Keap1, and MafS, plays a cell-autonomous role in governing
neuronal remodeling during Drosophila metamorphosis. NRF2–Keap1 signaling is acti-
vated downstream of the steroid hormone ecdysone. This study revealed an epistatic link
between the NRF2–Keap1 pathway and steroid hormone signaling and demonstrated that
the NRF2–Keap1 pathway plays an antioxidant-independent but proteasome-dependent
role in neuronal remodeling [275].

6.8. Nitro Fatty Acids

Nitro-unsaturated fatty acids (NO2-FAs) can be formed endogenously by the reaction
of unsaturated fatty acids (UFAs) with secondary nitrogen dioxide (NO2) species and nitrite
anions [276] (Figure 34).
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The NO2-FA moiety is a potent Michael acceptor that can react with the thiol-containing
residues of biologically significant proteins, increasing the value of these molecules in terms
of their therapeutic potential. The Mediterranean diet can be a source of NO2-FAs [277].
NO2-FAs reduce NF-κB and concurrently trigger the NRF2 pathway. NRF2 is activated by
electrophilic fatty acids, suppresses redox-sensitive pro-inflammatory gene expression, and
protects against vascular endothelial oxidative injury [278].

NO2-FAs can be synthesized both endogenously in the body and exogenously in a
laboratory. Stepwise synthesis requires specific precursor compounds and can provide
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NO2-FAs at a specific position [279]. In the case of NO2-FAs, the reaction is as shown in
Figure 35.
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Figure 35. NO2-FA reaction with the thiol group of biologically relevant proteins.

NO2-FA-mediated effects contribute to symptom relief and actively enhance the reso-
lution of inflammation by triggering the activation of the transcriptional factor peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPAR-γ). The direct covalent binding of NO2-FAs to
functionally significant amino acid residues of inflammatory goal proteins might help
provide robust and constant pharmacological impacts [277].

6.9. Unsaturated Aldehydes (Cinnamaldehyde and Its Derivatives)

Cinnamaldehyde is an organic compound responsible for the characteristic taste and
smell of cinnamon. It is a pale-yellow, viscous liquid that occurs naturally in the bark of the
cinnamon tree and other species of the genus Cinnamomum. Cinnamon essential oil is 90%
cinnamaldehyde [280].

Cinnamaldehyde and its derivatives (Figure 36) are chemicals that can behave as
Michael acceptors (as electrophiles), react with some enzymes and receptors with
high-electron-density centres, and produce various therapeutically relevant pharmacologi-
cal functions. Cinnamaldehyde is an α-β-unsaturated aldehyde that covalently
binds with Keap1 thiol groups, releasing and stabilizing NRF2. Transcinnamaldehyde,
2-benzoyloxycinnamaldehyde (2-BCA), and 2-hydroxycinnamaldehyde (2-HCA) are rep-
resentatives of this group and exhibit anticancer, anti-inflammatory, antidiabetic, and
antifungal properties. Cinnamaldehyde has also been reported to be beneficial against
neurological diseases, such as PD and AD.
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According to Huang et al., 2011, cinnamaldehyde enhances the nuclear translocation
of NRF2 and upregulates the expression of phase II detoxifying enzymes in HepG2 cells. In
this study, the authors investigated the molecular signaling events mediated by cinnamalde-
hyde, observing that the ERK1/2, Akt, and JNK signaling pathways were activated, but not
the p38 MAP kinase pathway, leading to the nuclear translocation of NRF2 and an increase
in the expression of phase II enzymes [281].
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7. Role of Electrophilic Compounds in Diseases

In recent decades, ECs have attracted much attention in the field of drugs that are
able to interact covalently. Electrophiles have long been recognized as mediators in inflam-
matory processes and can even modulate the immune response by regulating metabolic
networks, as they function as pleiotropic signaling mediators capable of reversibly reacting
with nucleophilic biomolecules, especially reactive cysteines [282].

In recent years, the development of targeted covalent inhibitors has gained popularity
worldwide. These inhibitors involve specific groups known as electrophilic warheads,
which form irreversible bonds with nucleophilic amino acid residues in biological targets,
such as proteins [283].

Covalent drug discovery aims to place an electrophilic moiety on the inhibitor. Upon
binding to the target protein, this moiety undergoes an attack from a nucleophilic amino
acid residue, resulting in the formation of an irreversible bond. These bonds are much
stronger than typical reversible interactions [284].

Covalent drugs have the advantage of long-lasting activity due to their strong bonds
with protein targets. They allow for a high degree of potency to be achieved in compounds
of low molecular mass, along with other beneficial pharmaceutical properties [285]. The
development of small-molecule drugs that covalently inhibit biological targets dates back
to 1897 with the discovery of aspirin. Although aspirin has been on the drug market since
the early 20th century, its mechanism of action was not revealed until the 1970s, when
Roth et al., 1975 demonstrated that aspirin irreversibly inhibited cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1),
an enzyme that plays an instrumental role in prostaglandin biosynthesis [286]. Aspirin
acetylates a serine residue at the active site and thereby inactivates COX-1.

Over the past two decades, targeted drugs have made rapid advances, leading to
important strategies for cancer treatment. Examples include the β-lactam-containing
antibiotic penicillin, the chemotherapeutic fluorouracil, and Osimertinib [283]. Despite the
progress, challenges remain, including high reactivity and “off-target” toxicity. Researchers
continue to explore innovative strategies for designing effective covalent drugs [287].
Covalent inhibition may also be an underused strategy for addressing challenging targets
and previously considered “undruggable” modalities in human disease [288]. In summary,
the world of covalent drug discovery is dynamic and promising, with electrophilic small
molecules playing a crucial role in shaping the future of medicine.

Many natural products have been advocated as anticancer agents, essentially because
they contain functional groups characterized by their chemical reactivity. A substantial
fraction (~20%) of cytotoxic synthetic compounds containing Michael acceptor groups
inhibit proteasome substrate processing and induce a cellular response characteristic of
proteasome inhibition. Biochemical and structural analyses showed binding to and inhibi-
tion of the proteasome-associated cysteine deubiquitinase ubiquitin-specific peptidase 14
(USP14). These findings suggest that proteasome inhibition is a relatively common mode
of action used by cytotoxic compounds containing Michael acceptor groups and help to
explain previous reports on the antineoplastic effects of natural products containing such
functional groups [289].

While electrophiles are crucial in chemical reactions, there are concerns about their use
because they can be “promiscuous” inside the body by bonding with unintended targets,
leading to potential side effects [290].

Understanding the balance between beneficial and harmful effects is essential for the
safe use of electrophiles in therapeutic strategies. In summary, electrophiles are essential
for various reactions, but their effects must be carefully considered in order to avoid
unintended consequences [291].

In the realm of health and medicine, ECs have garnered a significant amount of
interest due to their potential therapeutic applications. Some future directions related to
electrophiles are as follows:
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• Researchers are actively investigating how ECs interact with biological molecules.
Unraveling these mechanisms will enhance our understanding of their effects on
cellular processes and disease pathways [292];

• Targeted therapies. The development of ECs that selectively target specific proteins or
pathways holds promise. By designing molecules that interact with specific cellular
components, we can create more effective and safer drugs [287];

• Precision medicine. The tailoring of electrophilic therapies to individual patients
based on their genetic makeup and disease profile is an exciting avenue. Personalized
treatments could optimize efficacy while minimizing side effects [293];

• Some electrophiles exhibit antioxidant properties by activating cellular defense mech-
anisms. Exploring their potential in conditions like neurodegenerative diseases and
cancer is an ongoing area of research [294];

• Innovations in drug delivery can enhance the bioavailability and tissue specificity
of ECs. Nanoparticles, liposomes, and other carriers can improve their therapeutic
impact [295];

• Combination therapies. The integration of ECs with existing drugs or other treatment
modalities could lead to synergistic effects. Combinations may enhance efficacy and
reduce resistance [296];

• Safety profiling. Addressing the promiscuity issue (where electrophiles bond with
unintended targets) requires rigorous safety profiling. Predictive models and screening
assays can help identify potential adverse effects [297];

• Neuroprotection. ECs may play a role in preserving neuronal health. Investigating
their impact on neuroinflammation, oxidative stress, and neurodegenerative disorders
is crucial [298];

• Metabolic disorders. Exploring electrophiles as regulators of metabolic pathways
(e.g., glucose metabolism and lipid homeostasis) could yield novel therapeutic strate-
gies for conditions like diabetes and obesity [299];

• Environmental exposure. Investigating the impact of ECs from environmental sources
(e.g., air pollution and dietary components) on human health is an emerging field [300].

In summary, the study of ECs offers exciting prospects for advancing medicine,
but careful research and innovative approaches are essential in order to harness their
full potential.

8. Bioavailability and Metabolism of Electrophilic Compounds

Bioavailability refers to the percentage of an administered dose of a substance, such
as a drug or nutrient, that reaches the systemic circulation. In other words, it represents
the degree to and rate at which a substance (such as a drug) is absorbed into a living
system or becomes available at the site of physiological activity [301]. Understanding
bioavailability is crucial because it determines how effectively ECs can exert their health-
promoting effects [302]. The benefit of the function of bioactive molecules in the body is
closely related to their bioavailability after ingestion.

When assessing the health benefits of ECs, it is important to consider their bioavail-
ability, which is influenced by factors such as enzyme interactions, reactivity with other
foods and the solubility of ECs when glycated in the ingested source, such as polyphenols
in fruits and vegetables) [302].

Plant antioxidants include compounds such as polyphenols and terpenoids, which
have traditionally been of great interest due to their potential to prevent CVD, cancer,
neurodegenerative disorders, diabetes, and other diseases [303].

EC absorption and bioavailability are crucial, but the bioavailability of ECs is often
low due to interactions with absorption processes mediated by the liver, intestine, and
microbiota. Aglycones like quercetin generally have poor water solubility, further limiting
their bioavailability [304]. Several factors can influence the bioavailability of ECs, including
the following:
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- Interactions with food components. ECs can interact with other components in the
food matrix (such as fibers, proteins, and lipids), affecting their absorption. In the
food matrix, ECs can be linked to carbohydrates, organic acids, hemicellulose, and
cellulose [305];

- Phase I and II metabolism in the liver. These processes can alter the chemical structure
of ECs. Phase I reactions of drug metabolism involve the oxidation, reduction, or
hydrolysis of the parent drug, resulting in its conversion to a more polar molecule.
This phase yields a polar, water-soluble metabolite that is often still active. Many of
the products in this phase can also become substrates for phase II reactions. Phase II
reactions involve conjugation by the coupling of the drug or its metabolites to another
molecule, such as a glucuronidation, acylation, sulfate, or glycine molecule. This phase
yields a large polar metabolite by the addition of endogenous hydrophilic groups to
form inactive water-soluble compounds that can be excreted by the body [305];

- Absorption in the small intestine, where most ECs are absorbed. However, their
uptake can vary based on their chemical form;

- The gut microbiota can further metabolize ECs, impacting their bioavailability [306].

The quantities of bioactive compounds present in broccoli and the bioavailability of
ITCs after ingesting broccoli may be affected, as the cooking procedures used with the
vegetable may affect both values. Considering the bioactivity and the potential chemo-
preventive activity of ITCs, steaming treatments can be considered the most appropriate
method of cooking to enhance the health-enhancing benefits of broccoli in the diet [307].
According to Orlando et al., 2022, both boiling and steaming significantly decreased the
total ITC equivalent level in florets of broccoli. Steaming minimized the loss of ITCs
(−23% compared with frozen florets) in contrast to boiling, which almost halved them
(−48%) [307].

Allyl thiosulfinates are responsible for most of the known health benefits of crushed
raw garlic. They are absent in garlic cloves, but can be rapidly produced from alliin when
endogenous alliinase is activated by crushing the cloves [308].

Most of the known health benefits of crushed raw garlic derive from allyl thiosulfinates
(75% allicin content). These are absent in garlic cloves but are rapidly produced from alliin
when the cloves are crushed (as endogenous alliinase is activated) [309]. Allicin production
is inhibited by heat or an acidic pH (less than 3.5) [310]. However, allicin is quite unstable
and readily breaks down into other compounds. This makes it difficult to measure its
bioavailability, which refers to the amount of a substance that enters the bloodstream and
becomes available to the body. Studies suggest that the bioavailability of allicin from raw
garlic can be as high as 70–90%, while cooked garlic and garlic powder have significantly
lower bioavailability (around 18% or less) [309]. It is difficult to assess the average total EC
intake in the human diet. However, it is simpler and more effective to study the daily dietary
intake of polyphenols for a given diet containing fruits, vegetables, and derived beverages
(wine, coffee, tea, etc.). It is estimated that phenolic acids represent approximately one
third of the total intake and flavonoids represent the remaining two thirds [311]. The
most abundant flavonoids in the diet are flavanols (consisting of monomers known as
catechins, dimeric procyanidins, trimeric procyanidins, procyanidins, and tannin polymers),
anthocyanins, and their derivatives [312].

The study of the uptake and distribution of polyphenols is crucial in order to un-
derstand the potential of ECs in the prevention of oxidative-stress-induced diseases and
their bioactive effects in living organisms [313,314]. The main dietary sources of polyphe-
nols are fruit, vegetables, dried legumes, cereals, and beverages (fruit juice, wine, tea,
coffee, chocolate milk, and beer). The approximate total intake is ~1 g/day [311]. Foods
high in polyphenols, as well as factors such as polymerization and conjugation with
other compounds, increase the degree of molecular complexity, making absorption studies
difficult [315]. The most important determinant of the health benefits associated with
polyphenols is the extent of their consumption. Other factors influencing the efficacy of
polyphenols are their bioavailability and their ability to reach certain tissues [316]. In
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order for a non-nutrient EC to be absorbed in the intestine, it must be able to pass through
the intestinal barrier and become biologically accessible, i.e., be released from the food
matrix [317]. Polyphenols have a low level of bioavailability after absorption as the body
perceives them to be xenobiotics that are eventually excreted [318]. This is the main problem
with their pharmaceutical use. Dietary polyphenols in food are absorbed slowly in the
stomach and small intestine [319]. Consequently, the polyphenols that are not absorbed
continue their journey to the large intestine, where they are hydrolyzed, demethylated,
decarboxylated, dehydroxylated, and ring-cleaved by the microbiota [320]. After undergo-
ing these processes, the microbial metabolites undergo phase II metabolism in the large
intestine and liver. They then enter the bloodstream and have biological effects that extend
to the peripheral organs [321]. Polyphenols and their metabolites that are not absorbed
by the body are excreted in the stool, while the microbial metabolites that are absorbed
are mainly excreted in the urine [322]. In an in vitro study on digestion in the duodenum,
Bermudez-Soto discovered that anthocyanins, flavonols, and flavan-3-ols were unstable
(decreases of 43, 26, and 19%, respectively) [323]. Recent studies on the bioavailability of
polyphenols indicate that, even when administered in high concentrations, the amount of
these chemicals that can be absorbed by the body is low [324]. Part of the reason for the lim-
ited bioavailability of some polyphenols may be their possible loss in the duodenum [319].
The bioavailability of polyphenols is influenced by their interactions during digestion [325].
The glycosylation of polyphenols determines the absorption pathway, with glycones being
absorbed by active transport and aglycones by passive diffusion [326,327]. The liver is the
main organ responsible for detoxifying the body, while the small intestine helps to convert
xenobiotics into a form that can be easily excreted [328]. The detoxification system in the
liver and enterocytes significantly transform most polyphenols after enteral absorption
before they are excreted via bile, feces, and urine [317]. Glycosylated polyphenols are
hydrophilic, which is why it was long thought that they could not pass through the mem-
branes of enterocytes. However, recent research has shown that certain nanotransporters
facilitate their passage [328]. The glycosidic components of polyphenol glycosides are
degraded by lactase phlorizin hydrolase (LPH), an enzyme located at the brush border
of enterocytes [329]. Polyphenol glycosides are transported across the cell membrane of
enterocytes by the active sodium-dependent glucose transporter SGLT1. When they enter
the enterocytes, they are hydrolyzed by cytosolic β-glucosidase (CBG) in order to remove
the glycosidic moieties [317,330].

After absorption in the small intestine, most of the aglycones are transported to the
liver [331]. This process enables their rapid excretion and results in a short pharmacokinetic
profile. In the liver, enzymes such as UDP-glucuronosyltransferases (e.g., UDPGT and
UGT), sulfotransferase (P-PST and SULT), and catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) facili-
tate this process by conjugating hydroxyl groups with glucuronic acid, sulfate, or methyl
groups [317,330] (Figure 37). In addition to rapid excretion, this conversion reduces the
efficacy of the phytochemicals compared with their original aglycones [317]. The antioxi-
dant activity of aglycones is reduced due to the loss of the hydroxyl groups responsible for
hydrogen donation or electron transfer [331].

Finally, approximately 5–10% of ingested polyphenols reach the large intestine. Given
their antimicrobial activity, polyphenols can also act as prebiotics by promoting the prolifer-
ation of beneficial bacteria, stabilizing the intestinal microbiota, and suppressing the growth
of harmful bacteria [332,333]. In summary, the bioavailability and pharmacodynamic ef-
fects of the polyphenols and their metabolites depend on the interaction of transporter
proteins, metabolic enzymes, intestinal bacteria, and host factors. Research is being con-
ducted to fully investigate the elements that influence the bioavailability of polyphenols.
These include the food matrix, co-consumed nutrients or meals, enzymes, the pH in the
esophagus and colon, the microbiota in the colon, and the physicochemical properties of
the polyphenols [318,334].
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Figure 37. Hepatic enzymes in the metabolism of polyphenols using catechin as an example. The
UGT enzyme, in the endoplasmic reticulum of hepatocytes, facilitates the conjugation of glucuronic
acid. The SULT enzyme transfers a sulfate group from 3′-phosphoadenosine-5′-phosphosulfate to a
hydroxyl group. COMT typically methylates hydroxyl groups at the catechol position of phenolic
compounds, especially at the 3′-carbon of the B-ring.

9. Conclusions

ECs are chemicals that can accept electrons from other molecules and can be found
in various plants. ECs can react with biological molecules, such as proteins, lipids, and
DNA. Among these reactions is the interaction with the Keap1 protein, which regulates
the transcription factor NRF2, which in turn regulates the expression of genes involved
in antioxidant defense. When activated, NRF2 induces the expression of genes coding for
antioxidant enzymes such as catalase, glutathione peroxidase, and superoxide dismutase.
These enzymes help protect cells from damage caused by ROS. The role that ECs and
NRF2 play in human health is being increasingly recognized. It is known that NRF2 may
be involved in the onset and development of various diseases, such as cancer, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative diseases. NRF2 has been proposed as a new
therapeutic target for the treatment of these diseases.

NRF2 activates the expression of genes involved in the maintenance of the redox
balance and other metabolic pathways, thus playing an important role in the development
of various diseases. Further studies are needed to better understand the molecular mecha-
nisms involved in this relationship and to evaluate the efficacy of NRF2 as a therapeutic
target for the treatment of various diseases. In this review, we have attempted to link the
consumption of certain ECs present in plants (such as polyphenols, ITCs, and garlic-derived
compounds) with the inhibition of the Keap1 protein and the activation of NRF2.
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